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Detecting the Elevated Crust to Mantle Section
in the Kohistan-Ladakh Arc, Himalaya,
from GOCE Observations

Daniele Tenze, Carla Braitenberg, Eva Sincich, and Patrizia Mariani

Abstract
The Kohistan Ladakh area in northeastern Pakistan is an exposed top to bottom crustal
section, implying that high density rocks of the lower crust are at the surface. The
new GOCE satellite observations improve the gravity field in this remote area, giving
a new dataset for geophysical interpretation. We use the new data to determine the
crustal thickness variations and to define the geometry of the overturned crustal columns
constituting the base of the former island arc. For the first time the entire extension of the
arc is traced with the help of the gravity field observed by GOCE. The entire arc generates
a positive gravity signal up to 180 mGal, limited by two geological boundaries, the Main
Karakorum Thrust at north, and the Main Mantle Thrust at south. The Main Karakorum
thrust marks the transition from the Indian to the Eurasian plate. The crustal thickness varies
here between 40 and 70 km. The three geologic units that define the Kohistan arc, the South
Plutonic Complex, the Chilas and Gilgit Complexes, occupy the upper crust, with depths
increasing northwards between 14 and 44 km. There are not enough constraints to model
the eastern part of the arc, the Ladakh, but the similarity of the gravity signal suggests that
the thickness of the upper dense crustal units is similar.

Keywords
Crustal thickness • Gravimetry • Satellite GOCE • Himalaya • Kohistan-Ladakh arc

1 Introduction
1

The aim of this work is to use the gravity observations of the
2

GOCE satellite mission (Pail et al. 2011) in a geologically
3

unique part of the Himalayan orogen, which is the Kohistan-
4

Ladakh arc. In the Kohistan the entire section of the crust
5

from the mantle-crust transition, to the volcanic deposits
6

in the upper crust is exposed (Fig. 1b, c) (Ahmad et al.
7

2008; Bard 1983; Dhuime et al. 2007, 2009; Garrido et al.
8

2007; Jagoutz and Schmidt 2012; Jagoutz et al. 2006, 2007,
9

2009, 2011; Mahéo et al. 2004; Petterson 2010; Rolland

AQ1 D. Tenze (!) • C. Braitenberg • E. Sincich • P. Mariani
Department of Mathematics and Geosciences, University of Trieste,
Via Weiss 1, 39100 Trieste, Italy
e-mail: datenze@gmail.com; berg@units.it

et al. 2002). The arc is located at the western syntaxis of the 10

Himalayan belt. In analogy to the horizontal GPS velocities 11

observed surrounding the eastern syntaxis (Jin and Zhu 12

2003; Jin et al. 2007) it can be expected that the horizontal 13

velocities rotate anti-clockwise around the syntaxis. During 14

geological evolution the Kohistan-Ladakh arc evolved from a 15

volcanic island arc to an overturned piece of crustal section, 16

where rocks formed at great crustal depth have been brought 17

to the surface. The presence of these rocks is interesting for 18

gravity studies, because they have relatively high density, and 19

therefore generate a positive gravity signal. Only with the 20

advent of the GOCE satellite gravity mission can the entire 21

extent of the arc be studied. This gives a unique opportunity 22

to study the arc and determine the density anomaly. 23

The Kohistan-Ladakh arc is at the limit of resolution of the 24

GOCE gravity field, due to its relatively small dimensions, 25

as it is 180 km wide and 800 km long. The GOCE data give 26

U. Marti (ed.), Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems, International Association of Geodesy Symposia 141,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-10837-7__38, © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Fig. 1 (a) Topography of
western Himalaya, centered on
the Kohistan-Ladakh arc. MKT
Main Karakorum Thrust, MMT
Main Mantle Thrust. White lines:
national borders, grey lines:
rivers. (b) Geologic map of the
Kohistan arc (Jagoutz and
Schmidt 2012), the red dotted
line represent the geologic
section shown in (c) (Jagoutz
et al. 2011)
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the first comprehensive gravity field over this complex, as
27

terrestrial gravity data exist (Ebblin et al. 1983), but do not
28

cover the entire regional extent. The questions that are to be
29

solved are the entire extent of the arc, the thickness of the
30

units formed by the high density rocks and the evolution of
31

the arc in the framework of plate tectonics.
32

The GOCE satellite mission has measured the gravity
33

gradient tensor at a height of 250 km since March 2009,
34

producing a much higher resolution and precision of the
35

gravity field with respect to previous satellites (Floberghagen
36

et al. 2011; Rummel et al. 2011). The improvement of the
37

gravity field is particularly evident in remote mountain areas
38

of difficult access, where terrestrial gravity data are sparse.
39

The time-wise geopotential gravity model (Pail et al. 2011)
40

processes the GOCE satellite observations and reproduces
41

them in spherical harmonic expansion up to degree and order
42

250, which corresponds to a resolution of 80 km. A first study
43

using the GOCE field in the Himalayas is by Basuyau et al.
44

(2013), where a joint inversion of teleseismic and GOCE
45

gravity data is fulfilled. Shin et al. (2007) use the GRACE
46

satellite to infer the Moho over the entire Tibetan plateau. To
47

the north of Tibet and our study area, Steffen et al. (2011)
48

undertook a study of the isostatic state and crustal thickness
49

variations. In the present paper we have searched a relation
50

between the GOCE satellite gravity signal and the geological
51

information related to the high density units outcropping in
52

the Kohistan region. The results confirm that the GOCE data
53

resolve this structure and give a comprehensive field with
54

which we improve the knowledge of the density units.
55

2 Regional Geology
56

of the Kohistan-Ladakh Arc
57

and Geodynamic Context
58

The Kohistan-Ladakh region is situated in north-east Pak-
59

istan, Himalaya, and its terrane is one of the best examples
60

of a complete exposed section of an island arc type crust
61

extending from the rocks relative to the uppermost crust
62

to the crust-mantle transition (Petterson 2010). Moreover
63

these formations are totally separated from the rocks deriving
64

from a different geological history separated from the arc
65

by two big fault systems (Fig. 1a): the Shyok Suture known
66

also as Northern Suture or Main Karakorum Thrust (MKT)
67

to the north, and the Indus-Tsangpo Suture known as the
68

Main Mantle Thrust (MMT) to the south. The Kohistan Arc
69

Complex represents the units relative to a fossil Cretaceous
70

to Tertiary arc complex (Bard 1983) now entrapped between
71

the Eurasian and the Indian plates within that collisional
72

environment which created the Himalaya orogen.
73

The intra-oceanic subduction process which accreted the
74

Kohistan island arc began around 117 Ma within the Tethyan
75

oceanic plate (Dhuime et al. 2009) and then collided with
76

the Indian and the Eurasian plate. Many papers have cata- 77

logued the different units outcropping in the Kohistan region 78

(Dhuime et al. 2007, 2009; Garrido et al. 2007; Khan et al. 79

2009) and related these with the formations outcropping 80

in the Ladakh region (Ahmad et al. 2008; Mahéo et al. 81

2004; Rolland et al. 2002). In the following we concentrate 82

our detailed study on the Kohistan arc, the western part 83

of the Kohistan-Ladakh arc. In accordance with Jagoutz 84

and Schmidt (2012) the present work will consider three 85

main formations: the Southern Plutonic Complex, the Chilas 86

Complex and the Gilgit Complex (Fig. 1b). Burg et al. 87

(2006) and Jagoutz et al. (2011) present a section of the 88

crust crossing the Kohistan arc, red dotted line in Fig. 1b, in 89

which the thickness of the different units is estimated along 90

a generic profile (Fig. 1c). The geological model assumes 91

the crust to have been segmented and trapped between the 92

converging Indian and Eurasian plates, and tilted by 90ı. The 93

thickness of the units should be equal to the width of this 94

piece of crust. 95

The Southern Plutonic Complex represents the lowermost 96

ultramafic-mafic units outcropping in the area. It contains the 97

Jijal Complex, a series of ultramafic-mafic metamorphosed 98

igneous complexes representing the transition between the 99

upper mantle and the lower crust (Dhuime et al. 2007, 2009; 100

Garrido et al. 2006, 2007) and the Kamila Amphibolites, a 101

unit characterized by metavolcanic and metapluntonic rocks 102

(Dhuime et al. 2009; Petterson 2010). 103

The Chilas Complex is a large-volume, mafic-ultramafic 104

plutonic body composed of gabbro norite, minor diorites and 105

subordinate tonalites (Jagoutz et al. 2006, 2007). 106

The Gilgit Complex is dominated by the Kohistan 107

batholith and its calc-alkaline domain. It represents the mid 108

and upper arc crust of the island arc (Jagoutz and Schmidt 109

2012). Within this complex the rocks have predominantly 110

quartz-, quartzmonzo- and granodiorites composition with 111

intrusions of picro-basaltic dykes to leucogranites stocks and 112

sheets (Petterson and Windley 1985). 113

3 Methodology 114

We use two methodological approaches for gravity inversion 115

that are tuned to the scale of the investigation. In the first part, 116

with the spectral inversion (Braitenberg and Zadro 1999; 117

Braitenberg et al. 2000) and the flexural model (Braitenberg 118

et al. 2002, 2003), the crustal thickness variation and the 119

rigidity of the crust is determined. Then tightening the 120

studied area to the Kohistan region, we use a prisms model 121

(Nagy et al. 2000) to solve the forward and the inverse 122

problem for estimating the thickness of the three main 123

outcropping geological units of the Kohistan arc. The grav- 124

ity field model is the GOCE geopotential time-wise model 125

GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R3 published in 2011 complete to 126
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Fig. 2 The two Mohos obtained with the spectral inversion with low pass filter of 200 km and with the Flexural Model with an elastic thickness
of 20 km. Even if the two methods are different the images looks similar th
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degree and order 250 (Pail et al. 2011), (http://icgem.gfz-
127

potsdam.de/ICGEM/). The gravity anomaly is calculated at
128

a height of 8,900 m and successively reduced by the effect
129

of topography using the algorithm proposed by (Forsberg
130

1985) obtaining the Bouguer gravity anomaly. The height
131

of 8,900 m is chosen to be above the regional topography
132

to allow a reduction of the observations for the topographic
133

effect.
134

The main goal of the regional gravity spectral inversion
135

and of the isostatic analysis is to remove the regional gravity
136

signal and enhance the signal of the Kohistan-Ladakh arc.
137

The spectral inversion is an iterative method which is
138

based on the Parker series expansion of the gravity field of
139

a boundary separating layers of different density (Blakely
140

1996; Braitenberg and Zadro 1999; Braitenberg et al. 2000;
141

Parker 1972), the results depend on the reference depth and
142

the cut-off wavelength of the filter, that limits the frequencies
143

entering the inversion (Braitenberg et al. 2008). Due to
144

the properties of the earth filter (Blakely 1996) high wave
145

number signals of the gravity field are not generated at Moho
146

level, so the components of the Bouguer gravity anomalies
147

with short wavelength are eliminated. We test different cutoff
148

frequencies of the filter in the frame of this study, seeking
149

the best agreement with the isostatic model. The cut-off
150

frequencies range between 1/100 1/km and 1/400 1/km. The
151

lower cut-off frequency produces a flatter Moho. Increasing
152

the frequency too much results in unrealistic high amplitude
153

oscillations in the Moho. We use the criterion of making the
154

flexure Moho and the gravity Moho match to find the most
155

adequate filter-frequency and elastic thickness.
156

The isostatic flexure model (Watts 2001) is an inde-
157

pendent means to model the crustal thickness variations,
158

starting with the topographic load (Braitenberg et al. 2002,
159

2003, 2007). Here the fundamental parameter is the elastic
160

thickness: the greater the elastic thickness is, the more rigid
161

the lithosphere and hence the smaller the oscillations of the 162

crustal thickness generated by the load will be. The gravity 163

field of the isostatic crustal thickness is calculated assuming 164

a constant density contrast (300 kg/m3) across the crust- 165

mantle boundary (Mohorovicic Discontinuity, Moho) using 166

the spectral method (Parker 1972). We adopt the digital 167

terrain model ETOPO1 of the National Geophysical Data 168

Center, national Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration 169

(NGDC, NOAA) (Amante and Eakins 2008) [http://www. 170

ngdc.noaa.gov/ngdc.html]. The spectral and isostatic studies 171

were principally made to obtain the regional gravity field 172

and separate it from the local field generated by the crustal 173

density inhomogeneities of the Kohistan Arc Complex. We 174

make tests for the different filters, using the cut-off fre- 175

quencies of 1/400, 1/300, 1/250, 1/200 and 1/100 1/km. We 176

find a good agreement between the isostatic and the gravity 177

Moho when eliminating wavelengths smaller than 200 km 178

from the Bouguer gravity anomalies and for an equivalent 179

elastic thickness of Te D 20 km. These values are also very 180

similar to the ones that were found by Shin et al. (2007) and 181

Braitenberg et al. (2000) for the Tibetan plateau. The agree- 182

ment between the isostatic and the spectral Moho shows that 183

there is full isostatic compensation in the area. This agrees 184

to Steffen et al. (2011) who define isostatic compensation 185

in terms of the ratio between Moho from gravity inversion 186

and the isostatic Moho. Their analysis includes the Pamir 187

Mountains where they find compensation between 90 and 188

110 %. The gravity and isostatic Moho depths are shown 189

in Fig. 2. The Moho deepens sharply at the transition from 190

the Indian plate across the Main Mantle Thrust reflecting the 191

geometry of the thrust. The Moho is deep below the Tibet 192

plateau, over 70 km, and shallow towards the Tarim Basin, 193

between 35 and 47 km. The Pamir mountains have deep 194

Moho values, around 60 km. These values agree well with the 195

previous studies (Bassin et al. 2000; Shin et al. 2007; Steffen 196
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Fig. 3 (a) Regional gravity field calculated from the isostatic Moho
with elastic thickness of 20 km, and density contrast of 300 kg/m3.
(b) The residual Bouguer gravity field, calculated at 8,900 m, which

remains after subtracting the isostatic Moho. The signal is well corre-
lated with the Main Karakoram Thrust, that delineates the Kohistan and
Ladakh units to the North
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et al. 2011). In the Kohistan area the value around 50 km
197

agrees also with the CRUST2.0 model, although he latter has
198

a smaller resolution of 2ı (Bassin et al. 2000). The Moho
199

depth follows the topography because the elastic thickness is
200

relatively low.
201

The Bouguer gravity field which remains after subtract-
202

ing the gravity field of the isostatic Moho (Fig. 3a) is

given in Fig. 3b. The residual is well correlated with the 203

Main Karakoram Thrust, that delineates the Kohistan and 204

Ladakh units to the North. Both Kohistan and Ladakh gen- 205

erate a continuous relative increase in the gravity value, 206

which we define a gravity high. The indentation separating 207

the two arcs is associated to a decrease in the gravity 208

value. 209
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4 Gravity Model of the Kohistan Arc
210

Complex
211

Once the Moho gravity effect has been estimated (Fig. 3a),
212

we used the gravity residual (Fig. 3b) to analyze the Kohistan
213

region. Our goal is to obtain a density model of the three
214

main units based on the geological model that explains
215

this residual gravity field. We adopt the geological map of
216

Jagoutz and Schmidt (2012) and the cross section Jagoutz
217

et al. (2011) and Burg et al. (2006) presented in Fig. 1, and
218

create a forward prisms model of the three main formations:
219

the Southern plutonic Complex, the Chilas Complex and the
220

Gilgit Complex, each one with its own densities. The density
221

values have been taken from the published ones (Miller and
222

Christensen 1994) and are as follows. The Southern Plutonic
223

Complex has a bulk density of 3,055 kg/m3 and a thickness
224

of 11 km, the Chilas Complex a bulk density of 2,965 kg/m3
225

and a thickness of 11–17 km and the Gilgit Complex a
226

bulk density of 2,789 kg/m3 and a thickness of 11–21 km.
227

The thickness of the units is based on the geologic section,
228

extrapolating the depths from the section to the remainder of
229

the arc. This model, which we term the forward model, is the
230

starting point for the gravity inversion, that aims to optimize
231

the thickness of the three geologic units and to obtain a best
232

fit to the gravity observations. The gravity of the Kohistan
233

Arc Complex is obtained from the sum of the gravity of the
234

three units and is shown in Fig. 4a. The forward model has
235

been used as first guess for the prisms inversion which refines
236

the thickness of the prisms during the inversion process. The
237

densities are not touched during the inversion, as it is not
238

possible to invert for the geometry and the densities at the
239

same time.
240

The inversion procedure is based on a Tikhonov regu-
241

larization approach (Engl et al. 1996; Kügler and Sincich
242

2009). However, as is well known, because of the inherent
243

ambiguity of the gravimetric data interpretation, any depth
244

estimate relying exclusively on gravity data might be non
245

unique and highly unstable. We overcome such a difficulty
246

by integrating a priori information which acts as physical
247

constraints within our inversion technique, which is in turn
248

based on a minimization argument. In particular, we con-
249

sider a total variation (TV) stabilizing function which favors
250

solutions with controlled oscillation. The relevance of such
251

a smoothness constraint is tuned by the choice of a weight
252

parameter which is a multiplicative constant of the stabilizing
253

function. Moreover such a parameter acts as a balance
254

between accuracy and stability of the corresponding regular-
255

ized solution. We shall outline in the following our interpre-
256

tation model and discuss our parameter choices as well as the
257

error propagation issue. In detail, the three main formations
258

are approximated by a model with M vertical prisms. From a
259

set of N gravity anomaly observations g0 D [g1
0, : : : ,gN

0] we
260

compute a vector Z D [z1, : : : ,zM] of prisms height of each 261

prismatic cell of the given model. The prisms heights repre- 262

sent the thickness of the complex we are considering and are 263

related with the observed gravity anomaly gj
0, j D 1, : : : ,N by 264

a closed formula (Blakely 1996). In order to overcome the ill- 265

posedness of the problem, we combine the gravimetric data 266

misfit with TV regularization term which favors solutions 267

with controlled oscillations. In such a way we reformulate 268

our problems in the minimization of a Tikhonov type func- 269

tion, whose minimization was realized by the MATLAB 270

routine fmincon which in turn is partly based on first order 271

optimization procedure, as the quasi Newton method for non- 272

linear equations (Hanke 1995). This is a well known iteration 273

method looking for the steepest descent of the function which 274

requires the computation of first order partial derivatives. 275

The implemented stopping rule is either an upper bound on 276

the threshold on the gap between two consecutive iterations 277

output or a fixed maximum number of iterations. As soon as 278

one of these two criteria is satisfied the procedure stops. In 279

most of the cases the iteration stops, because the maximum 280

number of iterations has been exceeded. The typical number 281

of iteration steps is about 10–15. Among many performed 282

choices of the regularization parameter ˛, we select a close to 283

optimal situation tuning ˛ D 0.01, which gives a satisfactory 284

result in term of small gravity residuals. Such a choice for 285

the regularization parameter ’ has been performed also by 286

considering it as a rescaling factor between the gravimetric 287

data misfits and the total variation term. Higher values of ˛ 288

tend to flatten the solution, lower values are also acceptable. 289

Increasing the number of iterations does not appreciable alter 290

the results, as already a good fit to the gravity values is 291

achieved during the 15 iterations. The inversion starts from 292

a first-guess prisms distribution that was built on the basis 293

of the Kohistan geologic units. The inversion process refines 294

this model to obtain a better fit to the gravity data. The 295

algorithm is allowed to change only the lower extent of the 296

prisms, the upper border being kept constant. The density of 297

the prisms is constant and is that of the rocks of the geologic 298

units. We have studied the influence of the data noise. For 299

that purpose we perturbed a synthetic gravity anomaly by 300

adding a pseudo-random Gaussian noise with zero mean 301

and standard deviation 1 mGal. As a result, we obtain a 302

standard deviation of the prism thickness residual of about 303

300–400 m. 304

The inversion process has given the three refined units 305

shown in Fig. 4b with the respective gravity signal. The 306

correction of the prisms through the inversion is up to 20 km, 307

with the values increasing northwards, Fig. 4b. The inverse 308

model assigns to the Southern Plutonic Complex a thickness 309

which varies from 14 km to 17 km, to the Chilas Complex 310

a thickness variable from 15 km to 22 km, to the Gilgit 311

Complex a bulk density of 2,789 kg/m3 and a thickness 312

variable from 24 km to 44 km. These numbers reproduce the 313
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Fig. 4 The gravity model of the Kohistan Arc Complex: (a) The
forward models of the three main geological units and the forward
gravity signal calculated from them. (b) The inverse models of the three
main geological units obtained with the inversion and the gravity signal

calculated from them. (c) The field to invert, obtained from the spectral
inversion with cutoff wavelength of 200 km. (d) The two final residuals
obtained: one from the forward model and one from the inverse
model
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geologic-geophysical section of the Kohistan arc published
314

by Jagoutz et al. (2011) shown in Fig. 1b and used for
315

the forward model of the previous chapter. The correction
316

in terms of the gravity effect reaches 170 mGal. The final
317

gravity residual is shown in Fig. 4d and for the modeled
318

region of the Kohistan varies between !30 and 10 mGal.
319

The inversion process has definitely improved the initial
320

forward models of the three units: The Southern Plutonic
321

Complex is thinner in the south part with respect to the initial
322

information, for the Chilas Complex there is a more gradual
323

thickening toward north and finally, for the eastern part of

the Gilgit Complex the inversion model gives a lower depth 324

of the units, (compare Fig. 4a to b). The residuals show 325

that the full modeling of the Kohistan arc requires further 326

geologic units that are not considered in the present model. 327

This will be part of the future study. For instance the presence 328

of an eclogite layer (bulk density of 3,455 kg/m3) has been 329

proposed to reside beneath the Gilgit units, just above the 330

subducting Indian plate. The effect of this unit would be to 331

decrease the inverted prisms thickness in the northernmost 332

part of our model. There are though too many uncertainties 333

yet to include this unit in our modeling. 334
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Conclusion
335 Our work shows that the GOCE gravity anomalies derived
336

from the spherical harmonic expansion have sufficient res-
337

olution and precision to resolve the geologically important
338

Kohistan-Ladakh arc, characterized by high density rocks
339

from the lower crust reaching the surface. The correlation
340

with the geology is enhanced, after separation of the
341

regional gravity field. As crustal thickness variations from
342

independent geophysical sources are not available, we use
343

the isostatic model to make a first order Moho model
344

and to estimate the regional gravity field. We find a good
345

agreement between the flexural Moho with a Te value of
346

20 km and the gravity Moho obtained from inverting the
347

long-wavelength part of the Bouguer gravity anomalies
348

limited to a wavelength of 200 km. We find that the area
349

is in isostatic equilibrium due to the fact that isostatic and
350

gravity Moho are in good agreement.
351

Our findings are made possible only with the compre-
352

hensive field obtained from GOCE that allows us to ho-
353

mogeneously map the gravity field over the entire area and
354

surrounding regions. Finally we use the gravity residual to
355

test whether the existing geologic model of the Kohistan
356

arc, which explains it being a crustal section extending
357

from lower crust to the surface magmatic deposits, is
358

compatible with the gravity field. The gravity residual is
359

positive over the entire Kohistan-Ladakh arc, demonstrat-
360

ing its continuity and full east-west extension. The depth
361

development of the units is only partially known from
362

previous investigations, and only along one profile the
363

depth extent of the units is known. We therefore could use
364

the gravity inversion to estimate the thickness of the units
365

over the whole arc, starting from the known information.
366

Our final model explains the gravity signal better, as the
367

residual is reduced from a starting value of 50 to 170 mGal
368

to a final residual between !30 mGal and 10 mGal, when
369

considering the modeled area of the Kohistan.
370

In future, a refinement of the inversion process is
371

planned, with a greater variability of the prism densities
372

and the extension of our study to the east, for a better
373

understanding of the Ladakh province, which we expect
374

to have high density superficial rocks as well judging from
375

the gravity signal which is very similar to the one of the
376

Kohistan.
377
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